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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the latest report, updating you on Tech South West and our plans for 2017/18.

Philip Letts
Chairman
Tech South West

With the region already at the forefront of key technology-dependent sectors, including climate
science, marine tech, agri-tech and aeronautics, there is huge potential for our local technology
sector.
Tech South West is committed to supporting our region’s technology communities, responding to
regional needs and focusing on key areas where Tech South West can make a positive difference.
In 2016 we talked to people and organisations across the region to find out if there was a desire
and need for Tech South West, and if there was, what organisations wanted it to be. Consultation
events from Cornwall to Bristol took place and the response was overwhelmingly positive.
Encouragingly, professionals across the region are passionate about their work and the
importance of the sector to the South West as a whole, and committed to getting involved
and supporting Tech South West. Many shared similarly optimistic views about the sector’s
potential to become a major player within the region and beyond.
A year later in 2017, members came together for the first Tech South West Connect event, to
explore each of the five priority themes identified at the 2016 consultation events. This report
sets out the key 2017 Tech South West priorities as defined at the event.
2017 is a critical year for Tech South West as we upscale its capabilities. The agenda is an ongoing one, and it will take time to progress, but it is clear from what people are saying about our
sector, and the diversity of exciting organisations within it, that we are well placed to continue
to thrive. Tech South West is committed to supporting its members and building awareness,
understanding and engagement across the wider business and political spectrum. Harnessing
the incredible passion and enthusiasm that exists will reap benefits not just for our sector, but
the whole of the South West.
We are getting positive feedback from organisations across the region, including tech hubs,
companies, individuals and public sector organisations. Now, our aim is to continue to grow
the representation and involvement in Tech South West through more organisations and
professionals joining and taking an active role.
A steering group has been formed to provide guidance and direction, and I’m delighted that
Toby Parkins, of Headforwards, UKNetWeb, Agile on the Beach and Cornwall Chamber of
Commerce, and Nick Sturge, of the Engine Shed, Bristol, and SW Regional Chairman of the
Institute of Directors, have joined. Their expertise will be invaluable.
Work is also underway to develop the first Tech South West annual event, a chance for
companies to showcase their successes, as Tech South West sets out to celebrate our vibrant
and vital tech sector across the region.
Philip Letts
Chairman, Tech South West
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THE STORY SO FAR
Tech South West emerged following a series of consultation events around the region in 2016.
These involved business and public sector leaders and gave more than 250 organisations and
people a chance to have their say on Tech South West. A larger event was then held in 2017
which, for the first time, saw Tech South West members from across the region meet, discuss
priorities and set out what they think the organisation should work towards.
This year, the first corporate sponsors (Barclays and blur Group) have been secured. New
Platinum Members include Headforwards in Cornwall and Invest in Exeter. Company
Members include Gregg Latchams LLP and Probert Legal. This member community is a simple
way of demonstrating support for the region’s tech sector, getting more involved, connecting
with members and playing a part in making Tech South West a success.
The organisation now has members from across the whole region - Bath, Bournemouth,
Bristol, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Gloucestershire, Somerset and Wiltshire. A steering
group has been formed and a new member eNews bulletin launched.
It is vital to have organisations step forward to support and play an active role and we
are grateful to everyone who is doing exactly that.
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TECH IN THE SOUTH WEST
Technology covers many aspects of the region’s economy. In an increasingly dynamic
eco system, the number of start-ups, scale of economic growth, inward investment and
jobs created continue to climb across every tech cluster in the region, from Bath,
Bournemouth and Bristol to Exeter, Plymouth and Truro.
The talent is here. The South West is at the forefront of vital research and development,
and is home to many world leaders in specialisms including:
AERONAUTICS

AGRI-TECH

MARINE TECH

CLIMATE SCIENCE

METEOROLOGY

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

ROBOTICS

SOFTWARE

The region’s tech sector has a strong interconnected eco-system built around its cities,
universities, science parks, innovation centres, tech hubs and array of tech firms. From brilliant
events like Agile on the Beach and Silicon Beach, to the Tech Sparkies Awards and Plymouth
University’s Futures Entrepreneurship Centre, there are now more opportunities for people
to forge a successful career in tech, more ways to connect, learn, share and collaborate
throughout the region.
In 2016, regional clusters across the UK attracted £4.5billion in digital tech investment, reflecting
a network of innovative excellence across the country, according to the 2017 Tech Nation report.
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OUR PRIORITIES
Members gathered at the first Tech South West Connect event in 2017 to focus on
the organisation’s five priority areas.
Our 5 Priorities
1 Join the Dots - connect and communicate to build our own knowledge of the 		
region’s tech sector
2 Showcase - celebrate the region’s successes and what we do
3 Tech Talent - help attract and retain talent in the South West
4 Teach Tech - support tech learning in education
5 Commercialisation of Research - working with partners to help
maximise opportunities
Tech South West Connect saw more than 80 organisations discuss and agree plans to
help the sector thrive across the region. As well as discussing and deciding activity to
support the region’s technology sector’s growth, members at the event also had the
chance to discuss the Government’s new Industry Strategy.
The event was hosted at blur Group’s headquarters at Exeter Science Park. Key
speakers included Nick Sturge, Institute of Directors South West Chairman and
Director of Engine Shed Bristol; Toby Parkins, founding Director of Cornwall-based
software company HeadForwards; Tim Paulden, Governor of Exeter Mathematics
School; and Philip Letts, CEO of blur Group and Tech South West Chairman.

“There’s genuine interest and a real sense of community and confidence
across the region’s technology sector. Tech South West Connect reinforces
that with me. There’s lots going on but we can get better at sharing,
collaborating and growing the sector.”
Nick Sturge, Institute of Directors
South West Chairman and Director of Engine Shed Bristol

“The Tech South West collaboration is well underway. The growth and strength of
the tech industry in the South West continues and this event showed, without a
doubt, that we have the opportunity for different companies and organisations to
work together to create a UK standard of excellence in technology.”
Toby Parkins, founding Director of Cornwall-based
software company HeadForwards
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2017/18 PLAN
Members have helped shape the work that is now getting underway at Tech South West,
as we start to showcase and demonstrate the vitality and importance of the tech sector
within the region and beyond.
Whilst funding and membership involvement will determine how much is achieved in the
coming months, below we set out the key areas that members would like to focus on.

						

1 Join the dots
•
•
•
•
•

Grow the membership
Create a website directory and platform to enable collaboration
Gather and curate technology success stories
Celebrate our innovators – individuals
Share best practice and resources

2 Showcase
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that the website celebrates our diverse sector
Brief political and economic leaders on a regular basis
Create Tech South West Awards
Learn from Northern PowerHouse and Midlands Engine
Send the media a directory of our experts

3 Teach Tech
•
•
•
•
•

Website becomes a platform for projects, activities, mentors, internship and placement opportunities
Make it easy for education and companies to connect
Tell and share the stories that will excite young people about the tech possibilities where they live
Put on the first event - run by members for schools
Set up an education sub-group – business, university, college, school, Exeter Mathematics School

4 Tech Talent - Attract
•
•
•
•
•

Create more tools - digital guides, interactive map of
tech companies
Develop the website - relocate to SW portal: 		
useful information, available support, office space
Highlight our growth companies - case studies
Profile people at different stages of their career
Provide insight to help companies - learning days,
training days, on-boarding resources, time & culture

Tech Talent - Retain
•
•
•
•
•

Promote apprenticeship opportunities and 		
benefits for individual and employer
Provide a digital resource that schools and colleges
know about - career advice and opportunities
Make sure universities understand the local 		
opportunities
Demonstrate benefits of investing in our people
Show the career path options across the region

5 Commercialisation of research
•
•
•
•
•

Establish research register connecting business buyers with research
Build open source research and data from public sector e.g. Dataplay in Plymouth and Exeter
Encourage Tech South West to connect with advisory groups at universities, incubators, accelerators and finance
Create case studies of research to stimulate market for financing future projects
Encourage debate on future funding models for the region

Tech South West Connect Summer 2017
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2017/18 TECH SOUTH WEST
PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES
Work is already underway, in partnership with members and tech hubs around the region
including Digital Exeter, Digital Plymouth, Software Cornwall and TechSPARK.
New Platinum and Company Members are also starting to provide input and resource.
Based on Member views, the 2017/18 programme includes three target areas:
1 Organise the first Tech South West Annual Conference
• Help ‘join the dots’ across the region
• Share knowledge
• Focus on key regional issues for the sector
• Showcase what is happening in different specialisms and parts of the region
• Include opportunities for students and young people, as well as businesses
2 Develop the Tech South West website
• More news, information and opinion from across the region
• Showcase our success stories
• Highlight the opportunities and benefits of living and working in the region
• Start a simple resource for schools and colleges - e.g. business projects, mentors
3 Communicate and Share
• Provide regular updates to Members - relevant news, opportunities, insight and
		 success stories from across the region
• Work in partnership with local tech hubs to gather relevant news for the wider region
• Brief key organisations across the region on Tech South West - its aims and activity
• Engage with tech companies and others to continue to grow the membership 		 Individual, Company and Platinum Membership to start to achieve an initial funding
		 level to support Tech South West activity for members
Depending on capacity, and support from members, we also hope to start initial
work in these two areas:
4 Commercialisation of research
• Seek advice and start to engage with relevant organisations to find out how Tech
		 South West can best support
5 Teach Tech
• Engage with relevant organisations within the education sector to get more insight
		 into how Tech South West can best support
• Consider how Tech South West can help young people and education sector
		 understand the opportunities within the region, without replicating initiatives
		 already underway
Regular updates on this activity will be shared with members, inviting further ideas and support.
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SECTOR INSIGHT: TECH
SOUTH WEST SURVEY
The first survey of technology organisations by Tech South West revealed high levels of
optimism for growth across the region.
Key 2017 findings
The survey found that 80% of technology firms in the region believe 2017 is a better
year, with greater growth, than 2016, with no business expecting this year to be worse
than last.
The survey, which featured organisations based in Bath, Bristol, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset,
Gloucestershire and Somerset, also found that 72% of those who responded expect their
recruitment of new employees in 2017 to outstrip the previous year, with just 6%
anticipating a potential reduction in their workforce.
But despite the optimism, there are longer-term concerns about Brexit, with 35% admitting
that the vote to leave the European Union and subsequent economic and political
uncertainty has already had a negative impact on their business, although 6% say they
have benefited from the decision, whilst 59% have seen no difference to their business.
Members were also asked to choose their top tech trends for 2017. Joint top were the
Internet of Things and Virtual and Augmented Reality, followed by Cloud Services, then
Cyber Security and Artificial Intelligence.
Philip Letts, Tech South West Chairman, said: “It’s clear that there is genuine and
sustainable growth across the tech sector in the South West combined with high
levels of optimism that look set to continue.”

The survey found:
• Business prospects better, the same or worse in 2017 compared with 2016?
		 80% better; 20% same; 0% worse
• More, the same or less concerned about availability of funding in 2017 compared
		 with 2016? 13% more; 67% same; 20% less concerned
• Likely to recruit more, the same or fewer people in 2017 than 2016? 72% more;
		 22% same; 6% fewer
• Brexit impact on your business so far? 6% good; 59% no difference, 35% bad.
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GET INVOLVED
Across the South West, there is fantastic support from organisations and individuals for the
technology sector.
There is also a strong belief that the sector has great potential to achieve, grow more and
contribute more to the UK’s technology sector and the overall economic well-being of
the region.
For Tech South West, the challenge now is to build on the initial successes, encourage more
people to become members and get involved and focus on the key priorities and activity set
out in this report.
What’s next: oversight and leadership
• A Tech South West Steering Group has been formed to agree and oversee activity
and review progress
• Sub-groups for the different areas will be set up over time
• We will continue to encourage members with particular interests and strengths
to get involved
Approach to funding
Tech South West wants to establish a fair funding system that will allow an increased level
of activity to support the region’s technology sector, in line with the priorities agreed by
members.
Tech South West also wants to maintain a commitment to free individual membership,
so as many people as possible with an interest in the region’s technology sector can
participate in Tech South West.

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
Individual membership of Tech South West is free and provides access to Tech South West
events, news and opportunities, and the chance for people to have their say and get
involved. Professionals from a wide range of organisations, from technology and other
related sectors and beyond, are welcome to become members of Tech South West. Most
members are based across the South West, though Tech South West also has an increasing
number of members from outside the region.
Become an individual member at www.techsouthwest.org.uk
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COMPANY MEMBERSHIP
We want to offer companies the opportunity to demonstrate their commitment to the
region’s growing tech sector by supporting Tech South West and its activities.
Benefits include:
• Involvement with member events
• Website entry in Tech South West Company Member directory
• Submit content for website and eNewsletter
• Tech South West reports
Fee £295 for 12 months.
Email membership@techsouthwest.org.uk about becoming a
Company Member of Tech South West.

PLATINUM MEMBERSHIP
Platinum Membership is also available for companies able to provide extra support and
keen to get more actively involved, and receive additional benefits.
Email membership@techsouthwest.org.uk about becoming a
Platinum Member of Tech South West.

CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP
We want to provide benefits for organisations keen to engage with the region’s technology
sector in a fair way that supports Tech South West activities for its members.
Tech South West is seeking suitable Corporate Sponsors who are passionate and committed
to the region and its business success and who recognise the vital importance of technology
to the South West’s future success.
Email sponsors@techsouthwest.org.uk to find out more and for an information pack about
Tech South West Corporate Sponsorship opportunities and benefits.

COMMUNICATION WITH MEMBERS
Updates on Tech South West activities and progress will be shared with members by email.
Do please get in touch with ideas and opportunities that you think would support Tech South
West’s agenda and benefit the region’s technology sector. membership@techsouthwest.org.uk
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Corporate Sponsors

Platinum Members

Company Members

Thank you
Thanks to Digital Exeter,
Digital Plymouth,
Engine Shed Bristol,
Exeter Mathematics
School, Exeter Science
Park, HeadForwards,
Plymouth Science Park,
Space for Success,
Software Cornwall,
The Heart of the
South West Local
Enterprise Partnership
and TechSPARK for
your encouragement,
involvement and
friendly partnership
approach as Tech South
West develops.
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